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We shall establish in the context of adapted differential geometry on the path
space Pmo (M) a Weitzenböck formula which generalizes that in (A. B. Cruzeiro and
P. Malliavin, J. Funct. Anal. 177 (2000), 219–253), without hypothesis on the Ricci
tensor. The renormalized Ricci tensor will be vanished. The connection introduced
in (A. B. Cruzeiro and S. Fang, 1997, J. Funct. Anal. 143, 400–414) will play a
central role. © 2001 Academic Press
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold (of dimension d). We shall be
interested in the following space of paths
Pmo (M)={c: [0, 1]QM continuous ; c(0)=mo},(0.1)
where mo ¥M is a fixed point. Pmo (M) is an infinite dimensional
manifold, which has a differential structure via Malliavin calculus and a
structure of Itoˆ filtration. We refer to [CM1] for the foundations of the
differential geometry on Pmo (M).
Take on M the Levi-Civita connection. We have the following Itoˆ
stochastic parallel transport
tc0P y: Tc(y)(M)Q Tmo (M).(0.2)
By fixing an orthonormal basis of Tmo (M), we shall identify Tmo (M) with
Rd. A vector field Z on Pmo (M) is given by the data Z(c, y) ¥ Tc(y)(M) such
that z ¥ Po(Rd) where z(c, y)=tc0P y(Z(c, y)). We shall call Z a H-vector
field on Pmo (M) if z(c, · ) ¥H, where
H=3h ¥ Po(Rd); |h|2H=F 1
0
|h˙(y)|2 dy <+.4 .(0.3)
We define a differential 1-form G on Pmo (M) with values in Po(R
d) by
G(Z)=z.(0.4)
This last formula emphasizes the underlying structure of parallelized mani-
fold of Pmo (M). So the Hilbertian norm | · |H on H induces a Riemannian
metric on Pmo (M) by
OZ1, Z2Pc=OG(Z1), G(Z2)PH.(0.5)
The Levi-Civita covariant derivative on Pmo (M) has been computed in
[CM1], but it does not preserve the H-vector fields, nor the Itoˆ filtration,
due to the phenomenon of Lie bracket. To overcome this difficulty, the
new concept of Markovian connection has been introduced in [CM1]: it
preserves the category of adapted H-vector fields on Pmo (M). The price to
pay is that the associated torsion tensor is not free nor skew-symmetric in
the sense of Driver [Dr1].
A challenging problem on the space Pmo (M) is the establishment of a
good Weitzenböck formula, which will give some geometrical informations
by doing the analysis. Severals works have been done (see [CM1,2],
[CFM], [Fa2]). In [CFM], the authors addressed themselves the follow-
ing questions:
(i) Does there a Markovian connection N (which preserves the
adapted H-vector fields) exist such that for all smooth adapted vector fields
h and k,
E(DT(h, k)F)=0,(0.6)
where T(h, k)=Nhk−Nkh−[h, k] is the associated torsion?
(ii) With respect to what metric on Pmo (M), is it compatible ?
By the structure equation established in [CM1], we know that T(h, k) is a
tangent process. If T(h, k) were a H-vector field, the relation (0.6) would
imply that T(h, k)=0 by Itoˆ energy identity. For these reasons, such a
connection will be called the weak Levi-Civita connection. In the case
where RicM=0, the Markovian connection introduced in [CM1] is a weak
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Levi-Civita connection with the metric defined in (0.5). In this situation, a
good Weitzenböck formula has been established in [CM2].
The purpose of this work is to establish a good Weitzenböck formula
without the hypothesis on RicM. The concept of the weak Levi-Civita
connection will play a key role. A shorter version, but from another point
of view, has been done in the note [CF2].
1. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold, endowed with its Levi-Civita
connection. Let A1, ..., Ad be the canonical horizontal vector fields on the
orthonormal frame bundle O(M). Consider the Stratonovich s.d.e:
drx(y)= C
d
i=1
Ai(rx(y)) p dx i(y), rx(0)=ro ¥ p −1(mo),
where p: O(M)QM is the canonical projection and x is the standard
Brownian motion on Rd. Denote by X the classical Wiener space of the
Brownian trajectories in Rd. Define:
cx(y)=p(rx(y)).
It is well known that the map I: (X, m)Q (Pmo (M), n) defined by xQ
I(x)=cx is a measurable isomorphism, where m and n are the Wiener
measures on X and Pmo (M) respectively.
Following [CM1], a semi-martingale dtx(t)=ax(t) dx(t)+bx(t) dt on
Rd is called a tangent process if tQ (ax(t), bx(t)) is an adapted process
taking values in so(d)×Rd such that
E(ec F
1
0
|bx (s)|
2 ds) <+. for some c > 0.(1.1)
Consider now Zt (t)=rx(t) tx(t). Then Zt is a vector field along the
Brownian curves cx on M. We shall consider t as a vector field on Pmo (M)
throughout Zt . Denote
Ct (t)=F
t
0
Ws(tx(s), p dxs),(1.2)
where Ws=Wrx (s) is the curvature tensor on M read in the frame rx(s).
Define
dtgx(t)=dtx(t)+Ct (t) p dx(t).(1.3)
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tgx(t) is again a tangent process over R
d. If dtgx(t)=qx(t) dx(t)+h˙(t) dt,
then
qx(t)=ax(t)+Ct (t) h˙(t)=bx(t)+
1
2 Rict t(t),(1.4)
where Rict=Ricrx (t). Define (see [FM]):
kte (x, t)=F
t
0
e e qx (s) dxs+ehx(t) and s
t
e=I p kte p I −1.(1.5)
Definition 1.1. Let F ¥4p > 1 Lp(Pmo (M)). We shall say that F is
derivable with respect to the tangent process t, if
DtF(c)=3 dde F(ste )4e=0
exists in all Lp.
Remark 1.2. In fact, tg is just the pull back of Zt by the Itoˆ map I on
the Wiener space X (see [Dr1], [FM], [CM1]).
By Girsanov’s theorem, we have:
Proposition 1.3.
E(DtF)=E 1F F 1
0
Oh˙(s), dx(s)P2 .(1.6)
Now we shall consider a class C of test functions F on Pmo (M), which
are cylindrical
F(c)=f(c(y1), ..., c(yk))
for some 0 [ y1 < · · · < yk [ 1 and f ¥ C.(Mk). For F ¥ C, we have (see
[Dr1], [FM], [CM1])
(DtF)=C
i, a
(“ iAa f˜) ta(yi),(1.7)
where f˜(r1, ..., rk)=f(p(r1), ..., p(rk)), and “ iAa denotes the partial
derivative with respect to the ith component.
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Corollary 1.4. Let dtx(t)=ax(t) dx(t)+bx(t) dt be a tangent process.
Suppose that
bx(t)+
1
2 Rict 1F t
0
bx(s) ds2+12 Rict 1F t
0
ax(s) dx(s)2=0.(1.8)
Then for all F ¥ C, we have E(DtF)=0.
Proof. It follows from (1.4) and (1.6). L
2. WEAK LEVI-CIVITA CONNECTION
We shall denote by qp the space of H-vector fields Z on Pmo (M) such
that
E(|z|pH)=E 51F 1
0
|z˙(t)|2 dt2p/26 <+.,
where z=G(Z) is defined in (0.4). In what follows, we shall identify Z with
z throughout the parallelism G. We shall say that z is an adapted
vector field if z ¥ q2 and xQ z(cx, t) is adapted to the filtration Ft=
s(x(s); s [ t). Denote qap the space of adapted vector fields in qp.
Definition 2.1. Let z ¥ qp. We define zˆ ¥ qp by
zˆ˙(t)=z˙(t)+12 Rict z(t).(2.1)
It is obvious that the map zQ zˆ preserves the class of adapted vector fields.
Let Qt, s be the solution of the following resolvant equation
dQt, s
dt
=−
1
2
Rict Qt, s, Qs, s=I, t > s.(2.2)
Then the inverse map of zQ zˆ is given by
z˜(t)=F t
0
Qt, s z˙(s) ds(2.3)
or in the form
z˙(t)=z˙(t)− 12 Rict F
t
0
Qt, s z˙(s) ds.(2.4)
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Remark that the map zQ z˜ preserves also the class of adapted vector
fields on Pmo (M). Let t be a tangent process, and z ¥4p > 1 qp. We shall say
that z is derivable with respect to t if
Dt z=3 dde z(ste )4e=0 exists in all Lp(Pmo (M),H).(2.5)
We shall say that z is in C1 if for any tangent process t, Dt z exists in all Lp;
z is in C2 if for any adapted vector field h ¥ C1, Dhz is in C1; similarly we
define the class Ck of vector fields. We shall say that z is smooth if z ¥ Ck
for any k \ 1. Remark that if z is adapted, then Dt z is also adapted.
Following [CM1], the covariant derivative NotZ with respect to the
Markovian connection No, throughout the parallelism G, is defined by
Not z
.{
=Dt z
.{
−Ct z˙.(2.6)
From this expression, we see that Not preserves the class of adapted vector
fields. For further properties of the Markovian connection, we refer to
[CM1,2] and [Fa2]. Now following [CF1], we shall introduce another
Markovian connection, which takes into account the Ricci effect.
Definition 2.2. We define the covariant derivative Nt z by
Nt z5=N
o
t zˆ.(2.7)
It is clear that the covariant derivative Nt preserves also the class of
adapted vector fields, but N is not compatible with the metric induced by
| · |H. With what metric is it compatible ?
Definition 2.3. We define
(z1 | z2)c=F
1
0
Ozˆ˙1(c, t), zˆ˙2(c, t)PRd dt.(2.8)
In what follows, we shall denote by Hc=H endowed with the inner
product defined in (2.8). Therefore it is more convenient to consider the
H-vector fields as the measurable sections of a Hilbertian fiber over
Pmo (M). The constant vector fields are not natural in our situation.
Theorem 2.4. Let t be a tangent process, z1, z2 be two derivable vector
fields with respect to t, then
Dt (z1 | z2)=(Nt z1 | z2)+(z1 |Nt z2).(2.9)
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Proof. The relation (2.9) was proved in [CF1, p. 406]. For the conve-
nience of readers, we include the proof. No is compatible with | · |H, then
Dt (z1 | z2)=Dt Ozˆ1, zˆ2PH=ON
o
t zˆ1, zˆ2PH+Ozˆ1, N
o
t zˆ2PH
=ONt z15 , zˆ2PH+Ozˆ1, Nt z25 PH=(Nt z1 | z2)+(z1 |Nt z2). L
Let z be an adapted vector field. Denote d(z)=>10 Ozˆ˙(y), dx(y)P. The
following commutation formula will play an important role in our
approach to the Weitzenböck formula (see [FF] for loop groups case).
Theorem 2.5 ([CF1, p. 406]). Let h ¥4p > 1 qap . Assume that z is
derivable with respect to h. Then
Dh d(z)=d(Nhz)+(h | z).(2.10)
Let z1 and z2 be two smooth adapted vector fields on Pmo (M). The
torsion T(z1, z2) between z1, z2 is defined by
T(z1, z2)=Nz1z2−Nz2z1−[z1, z2].(2.11)
The explicit expression for [z1, z2] was first discovered in [CM1] when z1
and z2 are constant vector fields. It was generalized in [Dr2] for z1, z2 ¥ C1.
[z1, z2] is a tangent process; therefore T(z1, z2) is a tangent process.
Theorem 2.6. We have for all F ¥ C,
E(DT(z1 , z2 )F)=0.(2.12)
Proof. By the formula of integration by parts (1.6),
E(Dz1Dz2F)=E(Dz2F d(z1))=E(−Dz2 d(z1) F+F d(z1) d(z2)).
According to (2.10),
E(−Dz2 d(z1) F)=−E(d(Nz2z1) F)−E(F (z1 | z2)).
Therefore
E(D[z1 , z2]F)=E(Dz1Dz2F)−E(Dz2Dz1F)=E(d(Nz1z2−Nz2z1) F)
and the result follows. L
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Remark 2.7. (i) By Proposition 1.3, equality (2.12) remains true for
any function which is two times derivable in the sense of Definition 1.1.
(ii) Let h, k ¥H. T(h, k) has the following expression (see [Fa1,
p. 257–258]):
T(h, k)(t)=F t
0
Ws(h, k) dxs−
1
2 F
t
0
Qt, s Rics 1F s
0
W(h, k) dx2 ds.(2.13)
Put d T(h, k)(t)=ax(t) dx(t)+bx(t) dt. Then a(t)=Wt(h(t), k(t)) and bx(t)
satisfies the relation, due to (2.3)
bx(t)+
1
2 Rict F
t
0
bx(s) ds=−
1
2 Rict 1F t
0
W(h, k) dx2 .
It follows that condition (1.8) is satisfied. Therefore by Corollary 1.4, we
obtain
E(DT(h, k)F)=0.
3. ORNSTEIN–UHLENBECK OPERATORS ON Pmo (M)
Let F ¥ C. Define the gradient NF(c) ¥Hc by
(DhF)(c)=(NF | h)c for all h ¥H.(3.1)
The damped gradient NF introduced in [FM] satisfies the relation
DhF=ONF, hˆPH for all h ¥H.(3.2)
It follows that
NF5=NF.(3.3)
Consider now the Dirichlet form on Pmo (M):
E(F, G)=E((NF |NG)) F, G ¥ C.(3.4)
Theorem 3.1. The generator L of E is the Norris-O.U. operator [No].
Proof. By relation (3.3), we have:
E(F, G)=E(ONF, NGPH)=E(LF G). L
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Theorem 3.2. We have for F ¥ C,
LF=− C
d
a=1
F 1
0
D˜2y, aF dy+F
1
0
OD˜y, aF, p dx(y)P,(3.5)
where D˜y, aF is defined by DhF=;a >10 OD˜y, aF, h˙ˆa(y)PR d dy.
Proof. Let cn ¥H(R) such that {c˙n; n \ 1} is an orthonormal basis of
L2([0, 1]). Let {e1, ..., ed} be an orthonormal basis of Rd. Define
hn, a(c, t)=F
t
0
(Qt, sea) c˙n(s) ds.(3.6)
Then {hn, a; n \ 1, a=1, ..., d} is an orthonormal basis of Hc. let F ¥ C.
Then
LF= C
n, a
(−Dhn, aDhn, aF+d(hn, a) Dhn, aF) in L
2.(3.7)
By [Og], the following equality holds in L2(X) that
C
n, a
d(hn, a) Dhn, aF=C
n, a
1F 1
0
Oh˙ˆn, a, dxP21F 1
0
OD˜y, aF, h˙ˆn, aP dy2
=C
a
F 1
0
OD˜y, aF, p dxa(y)P,
where the stochastic integral is the Stratonovich anticipative integral. On
the other hand,
D2hn, aF=F
1
0
F 1
0
D˜s, aD˜y, aFc˙n(y) c˙n(s) dy ds.
Define the operator A : L2([0, 1])Q L2([0, 1]) by
(Au)(s)=F 1
0
D˜ s, a D˜y, aF u(y) dy.
A is of trace class. Therefore
C
n
D2hn, aF=C
n
OAc˙n, c˙nPL2=F
1
0
D˜2y, aF dy.
Using expression (3.7), we obtain (3.5). L
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Now we shall define the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator L1 on H-vector
fields on Pmo (M), with respect to the connection N defined in (2.7). Let z be
a smooth H-vector field. Assume that there exists (Nz)(c) ¥Hc éHc such
that
(i) E(|Nz|pHc éHc ) <+. for all p > 1;
(ii) (Nhz | k)c=(Nz | h é k)Hc éHc for all h, k ¥H.
We shall denote by D1(q) the space of all such vector fields on Pmo (M).
Consider the following Dirichlet form on D1(q):
E1(z1, z2)=E((Nz1 |Nz2)Hc éHc ).(3.8)
Let {hn, a; n \ 1, e=1, ..., d} be the vector fields defined in (3.6).
Proposition 3.3. The generator L1 of E1 is given by
L1z=C
n, a
(−Nhn, aNhn, az+d(hn, a) Nhn, az).(3.9)
We shall say that z ¥ Dom(L1) if the series in (3.9) converges in L2.
Proof. Let h=hn, a. Applying the formula of integration by parts (1.6)
to the identity
Dh(z1 | z2)=(Nhz1 | z2)+(z1 |Nhz2),
we obtain
E((Nhz1 | z2))=E(d(h)(z1 | z2))−E((z1 |Nhz2)).
It follows that the dual operator Ngh of Nh has the expression
Ngh z=−Nhz+d(h) z.
Therefore
E1(z1, z2)=C
n, a
E((Nhn, az1 |Nhn, az2))
=C
n, a
E((−Nhn, aNhn, az1+d(hn, a) Nhn, az1 | z2)).
If z1 ¥Dom(L1), we obtain E1(z1, z2)=E((L1z1 | z2)). L
Proposition 3.4. Let F ¥ C. Then NF ¥ Dom(L1)
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Proof. Denote by Qgt, s the transposed matrix of Qt, s. Then by (1.7) and
(2.3), we have:
DhF= C
i, a
(“ iAa f˜) ha(yi)
=C
i
C
a, b
(“ iAa f˜) ·F
1
0
Qabyi , s h˙ˆ
b(s) 1(s < yi ) ds
=F 1
0
C
i, a
(“ iAa f˜) ·OQ
g
yi , s(1(s < yi )ea), h˙ˆ(s)P ds.
It follows that
NF
.
5 (s)=C
i, a
(“ iAa f˜) ·Q
g
yi , s(1(s < yi )ea).
According to (2.3), we obtain :
NF(y)=C
i, a
(“ iAa f˜) ·1F yN yi
0
Qy, sQ
g
yi , s ea ds2.(3.10)
From this expression, by a straightforward computation, we derive the
result. L
Let z ¥ D1(q). Define (Ns, az)(c, y) by
(Nh z)(c, y)=F
1
0
O(Ns, az)(c, y), h˙ˆa(s)PR d ds.(3.11)
Theorem 3.5. Assume that z is adapted, then almost surely
(Ns, az)(c, y)=0 for s > y.(3.12)
Proof. Fix yo ¥ [0, 1]. Let h be an adapted H-vector field such that
h(c, s)=0 for s [ yo. Then (see [CM1])
(Noh z)(c, y)=0 for y [ yo.
Therefore for y [ yo,
(Nhz)(c, y)=F
y
0
Qy, sNhz
.
5 (c, s) ds=F y
0
Qy, s(Noh zˆ
.{
)(c, s) ds=0.
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Remark that h˜(c, s)=0 for s [ yo. Hence,
0=(Nh˜z)(c, y)=C
a
F 1
y
O(Ns, az)(c, yo), h˙a(s)PR d ds.
L2([yo, 1]) being separable, il follows that almost surely, for any h˙ ¥
L2([yo, 1]),
C
a
F 1
yo
O(Ns, az)(c, y), h˙a(s)PR d ds=0, y [ yo.
Let D be a countable dense subset of [0, 1]. For any yo, denote
Wyo={c; for any h˙ ¥ L
2([yo, 1]), F
1
yo
O(Ns, az)(c, y), h˙a(s)PRd ds=0, y [ yo}.
Let c ¥4yo ¥ D Wyo . Let y ¥ ]0, 1[. There exists a decreasing sequence yn ¥ D,
which converges to y. Let h˙ ¥ L2([y, 1]). Then h˙ ¥ L2([yn, 1]). Therefore
F 1
yn
O(Ns, az)(c, y), h˙a(s)PR d ds=0.
Letting nQ+., we obtain >1y O(Ns, az)(c, y), h˙a(s)PR d ds=0. It follows that
(Ns, az)(c, y)=0 for s > y. L
4. WEITZENBÖCK FORMULA
We shall establish the following main result
Theorem 4.1. We have for F ¥ C and any adapted vector field z,
E(DzLF)=E((L1(NF) | z))+E((NF | z)).(4.1)
Proof. Let k be a smooth adapted vector field. For simplicity, denote
h=hn, a. Define
I1(h)=E(−DkDhDhF+Dk(d(h) DhF)).(4.2)
We have
DhDhF=Dh(NF | h)=(N2F | h é h)Hc éHc+(NF |Nhh)
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and
(DkDhDhF)(c)=(N3F | k é h é h)H é 3c +(N2F |Nk(h é h))Hc éHc
+(N2F | k é Nhh)Hc éHc+(NF |NkNhh).
(4.3)
On the other hand, using (2.10),
Dk(d(h) DhF)=Dk d(h) DhF+d(h) Dk(NF | h)
=d(Nkh)(NF | h)+(k | h)(NF | h)
+d(h)(N2F | k é h)Hc éHc+d(h)(NF |Nkh).
Using integration by parts,
E(Dk(d(h) DhF))=E((N2F |Nkh é h)+(NF |NNkhh)+(k | h)(NF | h)
+(N3F | h é k é h)+(N2F |Nh(k é h))
+(N2F | h é Nkh)+(NF |NhNkh)).
Combining with (4.3), we obtain
I1(h)=E((N3F | h é k é h)−(N3F | k é h é h)
+(NF | (NhNk−NkNh) h)+(N2F |Nhk é h)
+(NF |NNkhh)+(k | h)(NF | h)).
(4.4)
Now define
I2(h)=E(−(NhNh(NF) | k)+d(h)(Nh(NF) | k)).
We have
(NhNh(NF) | k)=(N3F | h é h é k)+(N2F |Nhh é k).(4.5)
and
E(d(h)(NhNF | k))=E((N3F | h é h é k)+(N2F |Nh(h é k))).
It follows that
I2(h)=E((N2F | h é Nhk)).(4.6)
In order to simplify the quantity I(h)=I1(h)−I2(h), we need the following
algebraic lemmas.
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Lemma 4.2. We have
(N2F | h é k)−(N2F | k é h)=−DT(h, k)F.(4.7)
Proof. A direct computation gives the result. L
Lemma 4.3.
(N3F | h é k é h)−(N3F | k é h é h)
=(NF | RP(k, h) h)−(NT(h, k)(NF) | h),
(4.8)
where
Rp(k, h) h=(NkNh−NhNk−N[k, h]) h.(4.9)
Proof. Using (4.5),
(N3F | h é k é h)=(NhNk(NF) | h)−(N2F |Nhk é h).
and
(N3F | k é h é h)=(NkNh(NF) | h)−(N2F |Nkh é h).
Therefore
(N3F | h é k é h)−(N3F | k é h é h)
=((NhNk−NkNh)(NF) | h)−(N2F | (Nhk−Nkh) é h)
=(RP(h, k) NF | h)−(NT(h, k)(NF) | h).
To conclude (4.8), it is sufficient to remark that the operator RP(k, h) is
skew-symmetric, although the covariant derivative Nh is not skew-symmetric.
More precisely, we have:
(RP(h, k) z1 | z2)=−(z1 | RP(h, k) z2). L(4.10)
Now using (4.4) (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8), we obtain
I(h)=I1(h)−I2(h)
=E((NF | RP(k, h) h)−(NT(h, k)NF | h)
+(NF | (NhNk−NkNh) h)−DT(Nh k, h)F+(NF |NNk hh))
+E((k | h)(NF | h)).
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We have RP(k, h) h+(NhNk−NkNh) h=−N[k, h]h and by Theorem (2.4),
(NT(h, k)NF | h)=DT(h, k)DhF−(NF |NT(h, k)h).
Therefore using (2.12), we obtain
I(h)=E((NF |N[h, k]h+NT(h, k)h+NNk hh))+E((k | h)(NF | h))
=E((NF |NNh kh))+E((k | h)(NF | h))
(4.11)
Now using (3.7),
E(DkLF)=E(LF d(k))
=C
n, a
E((−Dhn, aDhn, aF+d(hn, a) Dhn, aF) d(k))=I1(hn, a).
According to Proposition 3.4, we have, for all F ¥ C,
E(DkLF)−E((L1(NF) | k))=C
n, a
I(hn, a)
=C
n, a
E((NF |NNhn, a khn, a))+E((NF | k)).
(4.12)
Therefore, to conclude (4.1), it is sufficient to establish the following result.
Proposition 4.5. Let z ¥ qp for some p > 2. Then
C
n, a
(z |NNhn, a khn, a)=0 in L
1.(4.13)
Proof. Using definition (2.7),
(Nhn, ak | hm, b)=F
1
0
ONohn, a kˆ
.{
(y), ebP c˙m(y) dy.
Put Nohz
.{
(y)=;db=1 >10 Nos, b z(y) h˙c(s) ds. If z is adapted, Nos, bz(y)=0 for
s > y. By (2.4),
h˙n, a(s)=c˙n(s) ea−
1
2 F
s
0
Rics Qs, t ea c˙n(t) dt.
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We have
Nohn, a kˆ
.{
(y)
=C
b
F 1
0
Nos, b kˆ(y) h˙
c
n, a(s) ds
=F 1
0
Nos, a kˆ(y) c˙n(s) ds−
1
2 C
b
F 1
0
Nos, b kˆ(y) 1F s
0
ORics Qs, t ea, ebP c˙n(t) dt2 ds
=F1
0
Nos, a kˆ(y) c˙n(s) ds−
1
2C
b
F1
0
c˙n(t) 1Fy
t
Nos, b kˆ(y) ORics Qs, t ea, ebP ds2 dt.
Denote
Aa(s, y)=1(s < y)1Nos, a kˆ(y)− 12 C
b
F y
s
Not, b kˆ(y) ORict Qt, sea, ebP dt2 .(4.13)
Then
Nohn, a kˆ
.{
(y)=F 1
0
Aa(s, y) c˙n(s) ds.
Therefore
(Nhn, ak | hm, b)=F
1
0
F 1
0
OAa(s, y), ebP c˙m(y) c˙n(s) ds dy.(4.14)
On the other hand,
(z |Nhm, bhn, a)=F
1
0
Ozˆ˙(y), Nohm, b hˆn, a
.{
(y)P dy.
We have
Nohm, b hˆn, a
.{
(y)=−Chm, b (y) ea c˙n(y).
Denote
Ba, b(t, y)=−1(t < y) F
y
t
Ws(Qs, t eb, p dxs) ea.(4.15)
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Then Chm, b (y)=− >y0 c˙m(t) Ba, b(t, y) dt. Therefore
(z |Nhm, bhn, a)=F
1
0
F 1
0
Ozˆ˙(s), Ba, b(y, s)P c˙n(s) c˙m(y) ds dy.(4.16)
By (4.13) and (4.15), we see that
E 1F 1
0
F 1
0
|OAa(s, y), ebP|2 ds dy2 <+.,
and
E 1F 1
0
F 1
0
| Ozˆ˙(s), Ba, b(y, s)P|2 ds dy2 <+..
Then by (4.14) and (4.16), the series
C
n, m
(Nhn, ak | hm, b)(z |Nhm, bhn, a)
converges absolutely in L1. It follows that
C
n, a
(z |NNhn, a khn, a)=C
a, b
C
n, m
(Nhn, ak | hm, b)(z |Nhm, bhn, a)
=C
a, b
F 1
0
F 1
0
OAa(s, y), ebPOzˆ˙(s), Ba, b(y, s)P ds dy=0. L
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1, we obtain the following Stroock com-
mutation formula (see [Ma, p. 169] for flat case).
Corollary 4.6. Let z be an adapted vector field in Dom(L1), then
Ld(z)=d(L1z)+d(z).(4.17)
Proof. By (3.9) and (3.12), we see that L1z is adapted. Now by duality
from (4.1), we obtain the result. L
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